
Presentation #14:  Factor & Labor  Markets
In the previous couple of units we’ve been 

exploring the product market (both 

perfect competition and various forms of 

imperfect competition) to understand both 

the quantity firms produce & the prices 

they charge to maximize profits.

This short unit explores the FACTOR 

market (also called “resources” or 

“inputs”).   The main goal is 

understanding how economic factors or 

production (land, labor, capital and 

entrepreneurship) are used by firms to 

maximize profits.

The factor that will be explored as an 

example in this unit will be LABOR.  The 

goal is to better understand how firms in 

competitive markets decide how many 

workers to hire and  what wages workers 

receive.

SEE END OF THIS SLIDESHOW FOR 

INSTRUCTIONS ON ASSIGNMENT #8 

(DUE FRIDAY 4/17 at 3:00)

Video #1:  Crash Course Introduces Labor Markets in 10 Minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWwXmH-n5Bo


Review: What are the Four FACTORS of Production?

Land:  

All natural resources that are used to produce goods and services. 

Labor:  

Any effort people devote to a task for which that person is paid. 

Capital:
Physical Capital- Any human made resource that is used to create other goods and services. (Ex: machine)

Human Capital- Any skills or knowledge gained by a worker through education and experience. (Ex: Education)

Entrepreneurship:

Ambitious & creative leaders who combine the other factors of production to create goods and services. 

Review:  What are the payments made for the use of the factors of production called?

Land is paid Rent

Labor is paid Wage

Capital is paid Interest

Entrepreneurs are paid Profit

In the product market (last unit), 

individuals pay businesses for goods and services (ex: buying products)

In the FACTOR market (this unit), 

businesses pay individuals for the use of resources (ex: wages)



The FACTOR we will examine in this unit as an example is LABOR

REVIEW:  Graphs for the Demand & Supply of LABOR

Labor Market Equilibrium = Where 

Supply & Demand meet

Wages (the price of labor) is set by the 

market in a competitive labor market

Workers are “wage takers” in a 

competitive labor market

Video #2:

Mr. Clifford on 

Labor Markets 

& Minimum 

Wage in 3 

minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D649L99JjnY&index=2&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D649L99JjnY&index=2&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28
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Wages rise with scarcity! 
High Demand = Tech companies 

want more people who can code 

and demand for coders shifts from 
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Any changes in the PRODUCT MARKET will cause changes in FACTOR MARKET.

Ex: How many workers Apple needs (their demand in the factor market directly relates to 

the market demand for i-phones (in the product market)
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KEY QUESTION:

How many inputs to use 

and at what price?

Answer: Set MRP = MFC
(see upcoming slides to 

understand what this means)
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KEY QUESTION:

How many goods

to produce and at what price?

Answer:  Set MR = MC
To determine what quantity 

to produced & how to 

maximizes profit



Supply Curve for Labor = MFC

Main Idea:  All 4 market structures are “wage takers” in a competitive  labor 

market. Individual Firms have a horizontal supply curve 

Marginal Factor Cost (MFC) = Cost of each additional worker
In the labor market MFC = Wage Rate

Sometimes called the MRC (Marginal Resource Cost)
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Regardless if firms is a monopoly, 

oligopoly, perfect or monopolistic 

competition the MFC is horizontal 

because wages are set by the market 

(not the firm)



Demand Curve for Labor = MRP

Marginal Revenue Product = Revenue each additional worker generates

MRP = Labor Demand Curve   

Calculating MRP: Marginal Product (labor)  Price (output) 

What should wage rate be?  Where MFC = MRP (to determine # of workers)
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Low Skilled Workers

Hire 2 workers where 

MRP is equal to the 

wage rate

MFC = wage rate

-------------------
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Question:  If the price of a product 

50 cents and the market wage rate 

is $10 per hour, how many 

workers should a firm hire?

Answer = TWO

Why?  This is where MRP = MFC

If more than 2 workers are hired, 

the firm would lose money since 

MRP < MFC 



To Maximize Profit, set  MRP = MFC

Firms will hire up to the point where MRP = MFC
Labor =  MFC = Wage Rate

Firms are Wage Takers!

Wage rate fixed in short run in a competitive market

MRP (Demand)

MFC (Supply)
$12hr
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Qty

Video #3:

Mr. Clifford on Labor 

Market Graphs in 3 

minutes

Video #4:

Mr. Clifford on 

Product Market & 

Resource Market 

Graphs in 2 Minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQc2YAbyI-k&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQc2YAbyI-k&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_D7IxkjWWg&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_D7IxkjWWg&list=PL50F9C4FD0BE8FE28&index=6


REVIEW OF LABOR MARKET THEORY & GRAPHS



Look over for Review



Video # 5:  The 

Economics of Inequality  

The Gender Pay Gap

(8 Minutes)

Assignment #8 (20 Points)

DUE by Friday 4/17 at 3:00

 After looking over slides, take summary 

notes of the main ideas from the FIVE 

videos linked in this slide show

AND

 To check that you understand the concepts 

in your notes, do the Marginal Revenue 

Product (MRP) Practice Worksheet linked 

on class website

Assessment

On time and excellent = 20/20

On time & adequate = 17/20

On time & minimal = 15/20

Late (within a week of due date) = 13/20

No completion within a week of due date = 0/20

Email with any problems and/or attend zoom 

meeting on Wednesday 4/15 or Friday 4/17 

from 9:30 to 10:15 to ask questions and 

check in.  Links to zoom meetings are 

posted on class website

The previous slides explain basic microeconomic theory in the 

Factor market for Labor but real life labor markets are always 

influenced by more complex social & political factors.  One 

interesting example is a persistent gender wage gap exists.  

Watch the video below to better understand how economists 

explore social challenges like the gender pay gap “IRL”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fCBsugN_g0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fCBsugN_g0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fCBsugN_g0

